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Abstract 
Cells growing in microgravity undergo a reversible morphology switch, causing the 
appearance of two distinct functional and morphological phenotypes in a former 
homogeneous cell population. Despite the dramatic splitting into an adherent-fusiform and 
a floating-spherical population, cell transition does not involve a significant change in the 
gene transcription profile, as highlighted by the substantial invariance of their respective 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients. Morphological and functional changes we observed 
among the different phenotypes emerging in microgravity are adaptive modifications - as 
cells promptly recover their native phenotype when placed again into a normal gravity field 
- and do not alter the internal gene coherence that is highly preserved during microgravity-
enacted transition. Nonetheless, biophysical constraints are required to drive phenotypic 
commitment in an appropriate way, given that absence of gravity foster cells to oscillate 
between different attractor states, thus preventing them to acquire a single, well-defined 
differentiated phenotype. This is a proof-of-concept of “genome plasticity” that supports 
even very different phenotypes by adopting a coordinated ‘profile preserving’ modifications. 
The existence of a relatively large and stable ‘attractor state’ governing gene expression 
allows for the establishing of a potentially very useful metrics to follow gene expression 
regulation. 
  



 


